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Disclaimer: Not mine.
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Senseless 06

~~+~~

How could I have missed it? Satoshi closed his eyes and tried to sleep but sleep
wouldn't come. He was tossing and turning. It was true. Satoshi groaned and rolled
over again.

=Don't. Do. That.= Krad sounded annoyed. =I feel like I'm on a ship in a storm. When
you continue to move like that I'll become seasick.=

-Why should I care?-

=When you insist on behaving like a fool I have to take control again!= Krad lingered
on the edge of Satoshis mind. Just out of reach for the boy but near enough to
threaten him.

-How long will it last?- Satoshi asked. He felt depressed. Since he realized for the first
time what a terrible mistake he'd made he couldn't forgive himself.

= At least for a lifetime. There's no limit.= Krad snickered. =You're face was so
indescribable as you recognized the truth!=

-Cut it out. You don't need to hold it up in front of me!- The blue haired boy fought
against self-reproaches.

=But it's so...so...= Krad failed to describe his feelings. =I nearly died laughing as you
finally found out you love Dark instead of Daisuke!=

Satoshi groaned once more and hid his face in his hands. All the time he thought he
loved Daisuke, all the time he fought against Dark because he couldn't admit the
truth, all the time he wasted with a senseless game of hunting and capturing...
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=What are you going to do next? You know there's still my offer to accept you and
Dark together.=

-My only wish is to get rid of you!- hissed Satoshi between clenched teeth making Krad
laugh again.

=Get rid of me? Do you really want to know how you can make me leave?= As Satoshi
made no effort to react the demon continued. =You have to confess your love to Dark
and then you have to annihilate him. He must die in the knowledge that it was the one
he loved who brought him destruction. In the moment your heart fell in pieces
because you killed your only true love I will retreat back to where I came from and
wait for the next generation.=

Silence grew until the boy finally whispered a last question. -Is there no other way?-

=No. You must destroy every little bit of love you will ever have in your life.= The
demon told him earnestly. =You and I could always conclude an agreement.=

Satoshi refused to answer.

~ + ~

//Are you sulking?//

Daisuke had remained silent for the last three days. Dark tried to talk to him but
Daisuke pretended that the whole incident had never happened.

//Talk to me, Daisuke! Please don't be like this!//

The thief listened carefully but there was no reaction. Dark fell silent for several
minutes and chewed thoughtfully on his bottom lip. Should he...? //I'm sorry, Daisuke!
I never wanted to hurt you! Please talk to me!//

This one finally caused a reaction.

/Why had you to hurt me so badly? All the time I believed you and I were friends. And
now...now I've learned how selfish you can be!/

There was nothing more to say. Dark felt a guilty feeling rising inside his heart. It
seemed as if he really had disappointed the boy. //Does it help you to forgive me
when I tell you that it meant nothing to me?//

/It makes everything worse! When you have no feelings for him then why....?/

//It simply happened! Did you really think it was the first time, Krad and I were
together? We've known each other for nearly fivehundred or sixhundred years and I
cannot resist him like he cannot resist me! But it has nothing to do with the fact that I
love Satoshi! It's something completly different!//
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/I don't understand!/ Daisuke cried desperaltly and the thief smiled slightly.

//You will understand when you're a little older!//

The next question Daisuke asked hit the thief out of the no-where. /Tell me what
happende between you and Krad? What's this about this promise he gave to you? Help
me understand!/

Dark knew the boy tried to make peace but it wasn't easy for him to talk about his
past. There were so many things he never wanted to tell someone not even Daisuke.
And the night he made Krad promise was one of them.

//Are you sure you wanted to know?//

/Are you trying to destract me?/

//No.// Dark sighed. //I only looked for the right words.//

Daisuke waited patiently and finally Dark began to speak.

~
tbc
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